
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Thurs. 3 Nov. 2022 

Compiled Thurs. 3 Nov. 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty two multiple personalities.‖ 

 

President Trump and 800 Generals’  

Military Takeover  

of the Biden/CIA/FBI Cabal Occupying Force 

Mass Arrests Completed 

US Reserves Called Up 

 

Special Public Announcement From 'The Q Team' About EBS & SHTF on 11/3/2022 (Video) | 

Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 

Food Shortages Pending 

It would be wise to have 2-3 weeks worth of food, water, cash and essential items on hand. 

 

“Moments and Memories of Kindness” 

October 9, 2022 - #4856 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

Never underestimate the power of kindness. Small and simple interactions are powerful. Every 

good and selfless deed is like a seed that eventually bears the fruit of sweet memories for 

generations to come.  

The Lord Jesus Christ said, “Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these, ye have 

done it unto me.” (Matthew 25:40) 

Each week ninety-five year old Helen bakes a cake and then prays about who she could give it 

to. She has a long list of people and their birthdays so she can send them birthday cards with a 

special note. She is especially careful to include those who might otherwise be forgotten. Over 

the years she has quilted countless blankets for others.  

https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/10/special-public-announcement-from-the-q-team-about-ebs-shtf-on-1132022-video-3782897.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/10/special-public-announcement-from-the-q-team-about-ebs-shtf-on-1132022-video-3782897.html
https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/october-09-2022-4856-music-and-the-spoken-word.html


These simple acts of service give her something and someone to think about. She says, “They 

help me not to worry about my own problems.” 

 

Judy Note: What we think we know on the Global Currency Reset as of Thurs. 3 Nov. 

2022: 

 The US Treasury has asked the banks to prepare for announcement of the new 

gold/asset-backed US Note sometime this week. 

 A High Up Military Source said that Wed. 2 Nov. and Thurs. 3 Nov. were significant 

days for Tier4B notification. 

 Tues. 1 Nov. MarkZ: ―Most of my sources say it will happen between Thurs. 3 Nov. 

and Fri. 11 Nov. 

 60 or more countries were already gold backed. 

 Activation of the gold/asset-backed US Note will trigger liquidation of funds for the 

Global Currency Reset – that will make it a ―Go‖ for Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) 

currency and Zim Bond holders (us, the Internet Group) across the globe to receive 

notification via email to set exchange/ redemption appointments near our places of 

residence.  

 Iraq, the General Public and Tier4B were scheduled to go at the same time. 

 On Thurs. 20 Oct. the Global Currency Reset took place when currencies of Brazil, 

Russia, India, China, South Africa (BRICS), Argentina, Saudia Arabia and 18 other 

countries went gold/asset-backed. (The Iraqi Dinar had already gone gold/asset-backed). 

Dubai 1 funding was released. Historic, Golden Dragon, Yellow Dragon, German and 

Chinese Bonds started to be paid out (without liquidity) with a goal to finish by 

Thanksgiving. 

  “The gold-backed US Note is plugged into the QFS, but not turned on. Once the US 

Note is turned on, the fiat US Dollar has no value.‖ … ―This past week (Sun. 16 Oct. to 

Sun. 30 Oct.) is the first week since 2009 that not one bank or country has bought US 

Dollars on the international trade market.‖ …Charlie Ward, Spokesperson for the 

Quantum Financial System. 

A. Restored Republics: 

 There have been Mass Arrests across the US during a 36 hour period that ended at 4pm 

Tues. 1 Nov. That included a final cleanup effort heavily targeted in the DC area. 

 On Wed. 2 Nov. Reserve Troops were being called up nationwide to be available in 70 

cities for the possibility of implementation of Martial Law later in the week (Fri-Sat). 

That Martial Law would be the cover for Tier 4B to exchange.  

 Denzel Washington: “God Has a Huge Plan for Tues. 8 Nov: One Nation Under God.‖  

 Donald J. Trump: “Fri. 11 Nov. 2022 is Resurrection Day.‖  



 It was advised to have at least ten days to three weeks worth of food, fuel, cash, water 

and essential items on hand. 

 Every evening the falsely imprisoned Patriots of the Jan. 6 so-called ―Raid‖ on the 

National Capitol gather to sing our national anthem, ―The Star Spangle Banner.‖ Please 

join them each night at 9 pm EST in Song and Prayer for their, and our, Freedom. The 

Star-Spangled Banner (Music Video) | The Tabernacle Choir - YouTube 

 Washington DC has been Emptied, Nancy Drew: ―Currently there are NO troops in the 

streets of DC. Fencing and concrete barriers around the Capitol, silver fencing 

everywhere and those tall wooden walls around the Cannon building were no longer there 

and haven’t been for a very long time. Occasionally I see someone in uniform walking 

into the WH conference center, but not very often. We only see "tan pants" sometimes. 

Other than the other day when Israel was there, the city has been extremely quiet. In fact, 

it’s basically empty.‖ 

B. Wed. 2 Nov. 2022 From Q: 

Deep State Arrested 

Pedophiles Arrested 

Free Energy Technologies released 

Financial Slavery Abolished 

World Peace Secured 

Extraterrestrial Disclosure Underway 

Enjoy your Day!!! 

Q 

C. Wed. 2 Nov. Charlie Ward: Charlie Ward: Brazil, Dissolving The Matrix Of Lies, 

Nuremberg Trials With S5 Anon! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) For a very long time the Deep State has used Clones to control us. Biden, 

Pelosi, Soros, Obama, Clinton were executed about two and a half years ago Hillary was arrested 

on Sept. 11 2016, a Tribunal found her guilty of Crimes Against Humanity and she was executed 

Dec. 31 2018. All Tribunals were recorded in analog that cannot be edited and were put in a very 

secure place. Over 450,000 indictments were filed and they have got through almost all of them 

now. In the Summer of 2023 Nuremberg Tribunals will be held on the Medical community who 

have promoted the killer jab. 

D. The Real News for Wed. 2 Nov. 2022: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eHptDQe5iy0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eHptDQe5iy0
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 Since the Brazilian Election two days ago President Jair Bolsonaro has not 

conceded, but says he will "follow the constitution." President & Commander-in-Chief  

Donald J. Trump has never conceded his presidency. They both won in landslide 

elections and the entire world now knows it. 

 False Flag Alert: Imminent Attack on Saudi Arabia by Iran. US and Saudi Arabia Air 

Defenses on High Alert. (Iran was participating in the Global Currency Reset and 

therefore could not be at war with another country to do so).  

 A Poisoned World Part 1 to Part 5: Crimes Against Humanity All Involved Executed - 

5 million are already executed, up to 700 million are on the list: 

https://odysee.com/@FUCKtheNAZIworldORDER:3/A-poisoned-world-Part-1-to-5:3 

 Worldwide Military Coup Activated: Situation Update: Worldwide Military Coups 

Activated! DOD Law Of War Activated! World Coups Begin! Globalists In Panic! 

Bolsonaro Does Not Concede! Brazil Protests! Iran Threatens Saudi's! - We The People 

News | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Brazil is rapidly falling into civil unrest because of the recent Election. Initial audit 

results show that election was fraudulent. Rioters shout they don’t want to be ruled by an 

―internationally convicted criminal.‖ 

 Japan issues emergency alert because of a North Korean launch of seven missiles, 

warns residents to seek shelter immediately.  

 Tues. 2 Nov. Fox News: This morning at 7 am, the Capitol police conducted a casualty 

evacuation exercise involving helicopters on the U.S. Capitol Grounds. 

 Nato Has Doubled Troops on Russian Border: https://www.rt.com/russia/565792-

russian-nato-troops-border/ 

 Italy Freezes Arms to Ukraine: https://www.rt.com/news/565815-italy-ukraine-

military-aid/ 

 Massive Biden Slush Fund Causes Warning That World War III Has Begun: 

https://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index4081.htm 

 Department of Defense Law of War Manual: 

https://dod.defense.gov/Portals/1/Documents/pubs/DoD%20Law%20of%20War%20Man

ual%20-%20June%202015%20Updated%20Dec%202016.pdf?ver=2016-12-13-172036-

190 

 False Flag: US and Saudi Arabia Air Defenses on High Alert with Concern of an 

Imminent Attack on Saudi Arabia by Iran: 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/iran-raises-red-banner-of-

retaliation-over-mosque-saudis-on-high-alert 

 False Flag: SORCHA 11/1: "Norway Goes On High War Alert As World Awaits Brazil 

Explosion" 

E. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring: 

https://odysee.com/@FUCKtheNAZIworldORDER:3/A-poisoned-world-Part-1-to-5:3
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 PEDO Joe Biden's child sex trafficking and drug crisis: Shame on you, America. 

Absolutely horrific. "America is the number one consumer of child sex material. They are 

sold online and on all social media platforms." The silver lining is that this has been 

happening right under our noses for a very long time. Remember what Dr. Oz said.... "I 

went to war with Big Tech because they were selling kids online." The world is starting 

to figure it out...so much more is on the way. https://rumble.com/v1qzqac-pedo-joe-

bidens-child-sex-trafficking-and-drug-crisis.html 

 Exposing Satanic Ritual Abuse and Child Sacrifice by UK Royals: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHrFKjQTBD0 

 The Evergiven, Wal-Mart and Child Sex Trafficking Connection: 

https://rumble.com/v1r175o-reupload.-rumble-removed-in-less-than-24-hours.-

evergiven-walmart-and-the-c.html 

 April 1 2021 Thousands of Live, Dead Children, Nuclear Weapons on Evergreen 

Ship Blocking Suez Canal: Trafficked Children, Bodies, Weapons Found on Evergreen 

Ship Blocking Suez Canal | Politics | Before It's News 

 MK Ultra Program: Celebrities Under Mind Control - The Brutal Reality of MK 

Ultra/CIA Evil Agenda (video) - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 Mon. 1 Nov. Marines Make Gruesome Discovery in California | Real Raw News White 

Hats searching for an alleged Adrenochrome stockpile in southern California found 

freezers brimming with bags of chilled Adrenochrome—a pharmaceutical cocktail made 

of fluids extracted from the adrenal glands of terrified children. The discovered frozen 

bags of organs—livers, lungs, kidneys, hearts, and, yes, intestines—that had been excised 

from adolescent children. There were metal gurneys stained with dried blood and necrotic 

flesh. In a freezer was the flayed, frozen corpses of two prepubescent girls who had been 

sliced open from stem to sternum, organs removed. The Marines made similar finds in 

other coolers and freezers. 

F. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages: 

 Slow Motion Economic Train Wreck as nearly 40% of US small businesses failed to 

pay their October Rent: https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-

page/world/slow-motion-economic-train-wreck-nearly-40-of-small-businesses-in-the-us-

failed-to-pay-rent-in-october 

 US Railroad Unions were voting to strike with a over 60% vote against Biden’s 

latest proposal. 

G. Global Financial Crisis: 

 A European Politician: ―All banks are broke: Bank Santana, Deuce Bank, Royal Bank 

of Scotland. They were bankrupt because of their own incompetency and chicanery and 

then forced the general public to pick up the tab. The problem started with politics and 

Central Banking, which were all part of the same political system. They use Fractional 
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Reserve Banking – loan money that they don’t actually have. They practice Quantative 

Easing. Counterfeiting money by another name was the artificial printing of money. If the 

average citizen did it they would go to jail for a very long time, yet governments and 

banks do it all the time. Central Banks manipulate interest rates and offer bogus deposit 

guarantees. They repress interest rates so we don’t have the real cost of money. It’s theft 

of the Taxpayer and unless we send Bankers and Politicians to prison, it will continue.‖ 

 A Must Read: QFS: THE NEW FINANCIAL SYSTEM - Step Out of The Matrix and 

Into The Golden Age! - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 Federal Reserve Raises Interest Rates by Another 0.75 Percentage Points: 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/federal-reserve-raises-interest-rates-by-another-75-basis-

points-to-cool-inflation_4835681.html 

H. Mass Arrests: 

 Former US secretary of state and ex-CIA head, Mike Pompeo, has been formally 

served with a lawsuit alleging he spied on WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange and visitors 

while he took refuge in the Ecuadorian embassy in London. Pompeo is accused of 

providing oversight for a criminal conspiracy to violate 4th Amendment rights of 

American lawyers and journalists inside the Ecuadorian embassy. The CIA, and UC 

Global/UC Global director David R. Morales Guillen, are also listed as defendants. 

I. Haiti, Jimmy Cherizier, the Deep State and Child Trafficking: 

 Jimmy Chérizier also known by the pseudonym "Babekyou" (or "Barbecue"), is a 

Haitian gang leader and former police officer who is the head of G9 an fanmi e alye (or 

G9 Family and Allies), a federation of over a dozen Haitian gangs based in Port-au-

Prince. In the  late summer of 2022 Chérizier took control of D.U.M.B.s in [HAITI] that 

were being run by the Clintons and Obama's black military projects operations.  

 These Underground bases were the centering points for mass human/children 

trafficking, Bio-weapon labs and Adrenochrome production through the Caribbean sea 

that supplied the Epstein/Maxwell Rothschild regime.  

 To this day hundreds of thousands of kids are missing in Haiti. Children by the 

thousands disappear from hospitals every year. 

 Haiti was exposed to Deep State Military Projects that caused major Earthquakes and 

floods due to Tectonic weapons. This was ordered by the Rothschilds and Deep State 

inside the Pentagon on behalf of the Clintons who were going to be exposed for human 

trafficking just weeks before. As Haiti collapsed inside the Earthquakes, the Clintons 

stole over 80% of the gold reserve in Haiti and in the aftermath of Clour Revolutions. 

 The D.U.M.B.s in Haiti were connected directly to Epstein Island with three submarines 

occupying the base. 

https://amg-news.com/qfs-the-new-financial-system-step-out-of-the-matrix-and-into-the-golden-age/
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 The largest Child Trafficking Operation Ring of the Caribbean Sea is centered in 

Haiti, with the Bahamas, Dominican Republic, Jamaica human/children trafficking 

operations connected to directly to Haiti Bio-weapon Lab DUMB facilities. Just a stone 

throw away is the Little Saint James Island, also known as Epstein Island. 

 Today Jimmy Chérizier is fighting the Deep State and is crucified by the world media 

and world leaders as the exposure of Child Trafficking/ Adrenochrome/ Bio-weapon 

Labs inch closer to exposure. 

 The White Hats were getting ready to take control of US Military Operations 

connected to Cabal Crime Families of Obama, Clintons, Rothschilds, who are protected 

by Black Hats in the FBI, Pentagon, CIS and Department of Justice. 

 Haiti is inside a Deep State Military attack about to happen. Biden sent his Secretary 

of State Blinken to Canada in the hopes of getting the UN to support the invasion of 

Haiti. 

 Obama, Clintons and Biden want control over the Haiti oil reserve that Jimmy 

Chérizier is blocking. 

 The good White Hats inside the UN have denied an invasion of Haiti, so the Deep State 

CIA, Pentagon, Clintons, Biden have turned to the Bahamas for a Military invasion. They 

are trying desperately to cover their crimes in Haiti. 

 At the same time Jimmy Chérizier knows he has a card to blackmail the Deep State 

regime. Chérizier is in talks with Russia for defense, but also Chérizier is getting too 

cocky holding this card and could sell out. 

 In any case counter measures are in order. Think Twitter, Maxwell, Epstein List and 

the Trump Cards. 

J. Collapse of Diesel, Oil and Gas: 

 The collapse of gas, oil and diesel has been an Event many of us have been expecting 

in the past year. Both sides of the operations – White Hats vs. Black Hats – want the 

same Event for several reasons. 

 Black Hats wants chaos and climate change and confusion inside the diesel collapse. 

 White Hats want exposure of a broken and corrupt U S. system, that is being guided by 

the Democratic party and Deep State President taking command from NATO, UN, 

DAVOS, Rothshild forces. White Hats want justice for JFK and human/child trafficking. 

 This all connected to U.S. shipping and the U.S. Mafia, who control the Unions.  

 The past 16 months White Hats, FBI, Oath Keepers Military Operations and 

Federal Marshals have arrested, and started a huge mass investigation into the Unions 

that are controlled by the Mafia, who control U.S. shipping, truckers and all shipping 

Ports. 

 This Mafia Organization controls over half of U.S. shipping of DIESEL. 



 The infiltration of the FBI, DOJ, CIA Democratic party into the U.S. Italian Mafia 

Crime Families was long ago established.  

 The Mafia Deep State Cabal control the U.S. shipping industry that uses Trucking, Gas, 

Diesel for their operations, and also control the U.S. Human/child trafficking routes. 

 These connections lead to Evergreen, Wayfair and seven other major organizations 

that sell humans in modern day human slavery. That's how you get over 840,000 missing 

kids a year in U.S. alone, with close to near 1.5 million missing adults and kids together 

annually. 

 Current operations inside closed indictments is at near end on the heal of the Italian 

Mafia and their compliance to run human trafficking routes through their unions.  

 The long journey of JFK Jr. to destroy the U.S. human trafficking rings and their 

connection to U.S. syndicated Mafia families that are controlled by Deep State operations 

were in parallel jeopardy. 

 The operation to shut down the U.S. Shipping system to a near halt is an Event that 

will restructure the shipping regime. It will take control from the Elites who control the 

Unions and give the trucking operations back to the people in the Fall of 2024 into 2025. 

K. History of the Q Force and Worldwide Alliance: 

 (The Cabal) uses different names with Lucifer in them. The ―Lucis Trust‖ is what the 

Rockefellers put money into to finance the United Nations. They use Lucis/lucifer over & 

over again. How did WW1 start? The sinking of the ―Lusitania.‖ Who set up Japanese 

Intelligence? That was a MacArthur Operation as we rebuilt Japan after WW2. That’s 

why MacArthur & Eisenhower decided together that Eisenhower should go for the 

Presidency. MacArthur acted like he rolled up & went away yet he was helping 

coordinate Intelligence people against that Rockefeller operation & that Brit operation 

that created CIA & Air Force & all the Masonic ties in there. That MacArthur crowd is 

the original crowd that led to the 17th letter operation in this current period. It’s got 

earlier origins prior to that even but that’s the modern side of this. …Juan O Savin 

 On Christmas Eve 1963 77 US Generals birthed the Plan to Save the World. Three 

months later 133 Generals became part of Operation Freedom Eagles 35 that eventually 

led to the Q Operation. That’s 59 years dedicated to planning where we are today. 

 Gaddafi’s 350 billion in Gold was laundered through Haiti and ended up in control of 

the Clintons, who ran Child Trafficking and the Slave Bazaar out of Haiti.  

L. Octogon – the Empire of Darkness: 

 The origin of the Satanic Cult is in Switzerland. Aliester Crowley imported the Death 

Cult into America and all over the world. 

 The Octogon Group: an ultra-secret globalist network based in ��Switzerland��, 

consisting of powerful Catholic and Jewish families whose lineage dates back to the 



Egyptian Pharaohs. It is the wealthiest, deadliest and most technologically advanced 

mafia in the world with hundreds of front organizations. Their various insignias contain 8 

points, sides or elements. 

 Many thanks To Sean Hross for his years of enlightening coverage and insight into the 

Pharaonic Masters - Octogon group - Free Mason - Night Templar and all Puppets to 

date. 

 This video opens up in 7:59.56 evidence about the Pharaonic Masters. They have a 

legal mafia like the police, politicians, justice department, banks and government 

agencies, and they have an illegal mafia to do things, their legal mafia can't get by 

without causing too much distrust which makes the slaves distrust the system; their legal 

mafia is run by the Freemasons while their illegal mafia is from the Knights Templar 

with their main base Switzerland high up in the strategic Alps. In reality, their legal mafia 

and their illegal mafia work together as the two hands of the same body. Sean Hross 

 Octogon – the Empire of Darkness: https://rumble.com/v1r5pg6-octogon-the-emipre-

of-darkness.html 

M. Must Watch Videos: 

 Wed. 2 Nov. Situation Update Worldwide Military Coup Activated: Situation 

Update: Worldwide Military Coups Activated! DOD Law Of War Activated! World 

Coups Begin! Globalists In Panic! Bolsonaro Does Not Concede! Brazil Protests! Iran 

Threatens Saudi's! - We The People News | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 1 Nov. Situation Update: Situation Update: Globalists Are Panicking! UK Creates 

More Lethal Gain-Of-Function Covid Variant! Deep State Coup In Iran! Censorship 

Portal Between Gov & Big Tech! - We The People News | Opinion - Conservative | 

Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 2 Nov. Charlie Ward: Charlie Ward: Brazil, Dissolving The Matrix Of Lies, 

Nuremberg Trials With S5 Anon! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's 

News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sat. 29 Oct. Critical Last Chess Moves, Juan O Savin: 

https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2022/10/new-juan-o-savin-ninos-corner-these-are-

the-critical-last-chess-moves-10-29-22-2535153.html 

 Sept. 2020 Vatican Pedophile Network Closed as Gold Repatriated to US Treasury. 

https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2020/09/vatican-pedophile-network-closed-as-gold-

repatriated-to-us-treasury-3213118.html 

 Dulce DUMB: Dulce Underground Base: Doubles, Clones and Aliens - Human Cloning, 

DNA, Cattle Mutilation - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 GITMO: GITMO: Where They Go One, They Go All To Tribunal! List of Indictments, 

Arrests and Executions – Dismantling the Deep State Operatives and Doubles - American 

Media Group (amg-news.com) 
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 Wed. 2 Nov. X22 Report: X22 Report: Trump Sends Message: Looking Forward To 

Beginning The Battle! Rig For Red! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's 

News (beforeitsnews.com) 

N. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4  

 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc’s CIA, 

Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult 

on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by 

this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the 

process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored 

Republics of the world. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, ―These people are sick.‖ 

O. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:  

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff’s offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.  

There’s certainly no help from US or other nation’s government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.  

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

P. USNCMEC Urgent Victim Help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678     
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Contact Interpol:  https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL 

https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help 

Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime 

EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-

hotlines_en 

Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers 

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/ 

Q. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

R. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 
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who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of November 2, 2022 | Dinar Chronicles 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of November 1, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of October 31, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of October 28, 2022 | Operation Disclosure 

Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of October 28, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of October 27, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of October 26, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of October 25, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 
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